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Human Acts by Han Kang - 978-1-84627-596-8 Granta – PB - $25.95 – Fiction/ Literary –
224 pp. – September 2016
Gwanju, South Korea, 1980. In the wake of a viciously suppressed student uprising, a brutalised country
searches for a voice. In a sequence of interconnected chapters the victims and bereaved encounter censorship,
denial, forgiveness and the echoing agony of original trauma.
The Beautiful Dead by Belinda Bauer – 978-0-80212-533-0 Grove – HC- $36.50 – Fiction/ Thrillers –
320 pp. – January 2017
TV crime reporter Eve Singer’s career is flagging, but that starts to change when she covers a spate of bizarre
murders—each one committed in public and advertised like an art exhibition. When the killer contacts Eve
about her coverage of his crimes, she is suddenly inside the biggest murder investigation of the decade.

NK3 by Michael Tolkin – 978-0-80212-543-9 Grove – HC - $36.50 – Fiction / Literary –
320 pp. February 2017
In post-NK3 Los Angeles, a sixty-foot-tall fence surrounds the hills where the rich used to live, but the
mansions have taken over by those with the only power that matters: the power of memory. Despots, prophets
and rebels struggle for command and survival in a town that still manages to exert magnetic force, even as a
ruined husk.
Difficult Women by Roxanne Gay – 978-0-80212-539-2 Grove – HC-- $36.50-Fiction/ Short
Stories-272 pp. January 2017
The women in these stories live lives of privilege and of poverty, are in marriages both loving and haunted
by past crimes or emotional blackmail. Gay delivers a wry, beautiful, haunting vision of women’s lives in
modern America
The Refugees by Viet Thanh Nguyen--978-0-80212-639-9 Grove-HC--$36.50-Fiction/Literary- 224
pp. February 2017
The Refugees is beautifully written and sharply observed book about the aspirations of those who leave
one country for another, and the relationships and desires for self-fulfillment that define our lives.

Bright Air Black by David Vann - 978-0-80212-580-4 Grove-PB--$22.95-Fiction/Literary-288
pp. March 2017
Bright Air Black retells the epic story of Medea and Jason and the Argonauts. This thrilling, realist
alternative reimagines long-held notions of Medea as a monster or sorceress. We witness with dramatic
urgency Medea’s humanity, her love affair with Jason and her tragic demise.

City of Friends by Joanna Trollope-978-1-50984-675-7 PanMacmillan-PB-$27.99-Fiction/
Contemporary Women-304 pp. March 2017
The day Stacey Grant loses her job feels like the last day of her life. As Stacey starts to reconcile her old life
with the new, she at least has The Girls to fall back on: Beth, Melissa and Gaby. The girls have been best
friends from university, right through to their working lives, and for all the happiness and heartbreaks in
between.
The House of New Beginnings by Lucy Diamond--978-1-50984-175-2 PanMacmillan-PB--$24.99Fiction/ Contemporary Women-352 pp. February 2017
Georgie has followed her childhood sweetheart to Brighton but is determined to carve out a career in
journalism for herself. Throwing herself into the city’s delights is fun and exciting, but before she knows it,
she’s getting into all kinds of trouble…

Sleep Baby Sleep (Pieter Vos #4) by David Hewson-978-1-44729-343-9 PanMacmillan-HC$29.99-Fiction/ Mystery & Detective/ International Mystery & Crime-352 pp. April 2017
Sleep Baby Sleep is the 4th title in the Amsterdam detective series featuring Brigadier Pieter Vos. A serial
killer is on the loosed in the city: a killer who leaves the victims with a trademark tattoo- sleep baby sleep.

Run by Mandasue Heller-978-1-44728-833-6 PanMacmillan-PB- $25.99-Fiction/ Thrillers - 400 pp.
January 2017
After being cheated on by her ex, Leanne is trying her hardest to get her life back on track, which isn’t easy
without a job. Then she meets Jake, face from her past that has changed beyond all recognition. Jake is
charming, handsome and loaded—a far cry from the gawky teenager he used to be. Is that good looking
face just a mask?
Nothing But Trouble by Kerry Wilkinson--978-1-44728-544-1 PanMacmillan-PB-$18.99-Fiction/
Mystery Detective/ Police Procedural—352 pp. March 2017
The eleventh novel in the Jessica Daniel series from the million-copy bestselling author Kerry Wilkinson.
Jessica fears finding herself in the middle of an all-out war, not knowing the biggest threat might come from
frightened pensioner.

Exposure by Aga Lesiewicz--978-1-44728-312-6 PanMacmillan-PB--$27.99-Fiction/ Thrillers
Psychological-352 pp. February 2017
When up-and-coming photographer Kristin Ryder begins to receive anonymous emails, her life in a trendy
loft in London’s Hoxton with ultra-cool street artist boyfriend, Anton, suddenly feels unsafe. The emails
come with sinister attachments that suggest the sender has an intimate knowledge of Kristin’s past, and
soon her life spirals out of control.

Trust No One by Clare Donoghue--978-1-44728-429-1 PanMacmillan-PB--$27.99-Fiction/ Thrillers/
Psychological-352 pp. February 2017
The third crime novel from Clare Donoghue in the DS Jane Bennett and DI Mike Mike Lockyer series.
Bennett and Lockyer are called in to investigate one of South London’s most difficult and distressing cases
yet- where family and friends come under scrutiny in the hardest of circumstances.

Gallows Drop by Mari Hannah--978-1-44728-733-9 PanMacmillan-PB--$33.99-Fiction/
Psychological-512 pp. December 2016
At dawn on a lonely stretch of road, a body is found hanging from an ancient gallows the morning after a
country show. Hours earlier, DCI Kate Daniels had seen the victim alive. With her leave period imminent,
she’s forced to step aside when DCI James Atkins is called in to investigate. There’s bad blood between
them.
Pantomime (Micah Grey #1) by Laura Lam--978-1-50980-777-2 PanMacmillan-PB--$18.99Fiction/ Fantasy/ General-400 pp. December 2016
Gene’s life resembles a debutante’s dream. Yet she hides a secret that would see her shunned by the
nobility. Gene is both male and female. Then she displays unwanted magical abilities. Matters escalate
further when her parents plan a devastating betrayal, so she flees home, dressed as a boy.

Shadowplay (Micah Grey #2) by Laura Lam-978-1-50980-780-2 PanMacmillan -PB-$18.99-Fiction/
Fantasy/ General-400 pp. January 2017
Micah Grey has fled the circus with Drystan- now he and the ex-clown seek to outrun disaster. Drystan
persuades his old friend Jasper Maske, a once-renowned magician, to take them in. But when he agrees to
teach them his trade, Maske is challenged to the ultimate high-stakes duel by his embittered arch-nemesis.

Masquerade (Micah Grey #3) by Laura Lam-978-1-50980-778-9 PanMacmillan - PB - $18.99 Fiction/ Fantasy/ General - 400 pp. January 2017
The third and final novel in the Micah Grey trilogy.

Exes by Max Winter--978-1-93678-740-1 Catapult PB-$24.95-Fiction/ Literary-240 pp. April 2017
For Clay Blackall, a lifelong resident of Providence, Rhode Island, the place has become an obsession. Here
live the only people who can explain what happened to his brother, Eli, whose suicide haunts this
heartbreaking, hilarious novel-in-fragments.

The Lost Daughter Collective by Lindsey Drager--978-1-94108-873-9 Dzanc Books -PB-$22.95 Fiction/ Literary-160 pp. March 2017
A Story about the complex relationship between fathers and daughters, as well as the ethics of storytelling,
The Lost Daughter Collective is a gothic fairy tale that raises questions about agency and authorship in our
narratives.

Listening to Ayahuasca by Rachel Harris--978-1-60868-402-1 New World Library-PB--$22.95Body, Mind & Spirit/ Entheogens & Visionary Substances-320 pp. February 2017
Used for more than 8,000 years in the Amazon rainforest, ayahuasca is a powerful—and illegal—
psychedelic. Harris here uses her original research (the largest study on ayahuasca use in North America)
and details its effects on depression, anxiety, and PTSD.

Meditation Saved My Life by Sofia Stril-Rever--978-1-60868-462-5 New World Library PB$24.50Body, Mind & Spirit/ Healing/ Prayer & Spiritual-272 pp. April 2017
Meditation Saved My Life is a moving first-person account of the mind's innate healing abilities. In 2003,
Tibetan lama Phakyab Rinpoche was arrested and tortured by Chinese officials. His ordeal left him with
life-threatening injuries, but an inner voice prompted him to try a non-western cure - meditation.

The Leap by Steve Taylor, forward by Eckhart Tolle --978-1-60868-447-2—New World Library—
PB--$22.95—Self-Help/ Spiritual—328 pp. February 2017
Many assume enlightenment is the result of arduous effort - self-denial such as fasting or travel to far-flung
places. But here, Steve Taylor shows that ordinary people - from all walks of life and every age and place can and do regularly experience the kind of life-changing moments many of us seek.

The Hermit by Thomas Rydahl--978-1-78074-889-4—Oneworld—HC--$36.50—Fiction/ Thrillers /
Crime-480 pp. November 2016
A car is found on a beach on the Spanish island of Fuerteventura. On the back seat lies a cardboard box
containing the body of a small boy buried in newspaper cuttings. No one knows his name, and there is no
trace of a driver. The last thing an ailing tourist resort needs is a murder, and the police are desperate to
close the case.
Mr. Fix-It by Richard Ali A. Mutu --978-1-9447-0007-2 Oneworld-HC-$36.50-Fiction/ Thrillers /
Crime-480 pp. December 2016
Embaba’s name means ‘mender’ in Lingala, but everything in the Congolese twenty something’s life seems
to be falling apart. In the chaotic mega city of Kinshasa, the educated but unemployed young man must
navigate the ever widening distance between tradition and modernity.

Lightwood by Steph Post --978-1-94381-830-3—Polis Books—HC--$37.50—Fiction/ Suspense—336
pp. January 2017
Judah is the middle son of the notorious Cannon clan led by Sherwood, its unflinching and uncompromising
patriarch. When Judah returns to his rural hometown after a stint in prison, he is determined to move
forward and live it clean with his childhood friend and new love, Ramey. But a phone call ensnares Judah in
a complicated web of thievery, brutality and betrayal.
Tides by Jonathan White --978-1-59534-805-0—Trinity University—HC--$40.50—Nature/ Oceans &
Seas—360 pp. February 2017
Writer, sailor, and surfer Jonathan White takes readers across the globe to discover the science and spirit of
ocean tides. Tides combines lyrical prose, colorful adventure travel, and provocative scientific inquiry into
the elemental, mysterious paradox that keeps our planet's waters in constant motion.

Transformational NLP by Carl Buchheit --978-1-94046-851-8—White Cloud Press—PB--$35.95—
Psychology—240 pp. March 2017
A historical overview of the popular Neuro-Linguistic Programing (NLP) movement and introduces
Transformative NLP as developed by author Carl Buchheit. In this wide-ranging and illuminating work,
Buchheit reviews the literature written by NLP founders John Grinder and Richard Bandler, as well as by
their closest associates.

